As volunteers of the Positive Youth Development Committee we agree that we are dedicated to collaborate as a group to work towards a recommendation for at risk youth and gun violence. In order to accomplish our goals in a timely manner we hereby agree to the following.

Adhere to people’s time-Remember everyone has lives and schedules outside this group
Attend the meetings-Meetings are the second Wednesday of every month @5pm. Life happens but please try and attend or catch up on notes.
Use individual names when speaking to someone
Listen to understand not to respond
Display Focus-Stay on topic
Mutual respect-Be tolerant and understanding
Maintain confidentiality within team-No name dropping and what is said within group stays within group.
Be nonjudgmental-We are all from different backgrounds, education and journeys but we have all been placed together for a greater purpose.
Keep an open mind to new ideas, our differences are our strength
We acknowledge this agreement in order to promote an inclusive environment so that all of our visions can come together to create change in our communities. We need to reach our youth before they feel the need to turn to gun violence as an answer.